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After confirming that he could use Transfer freely inside the dungeon, Leon
relaxed a little, with that spell, he wouldn't be caught by surprise by Donan
anymore . Regardless, Leon shook those thoughts out of his head because he
had another goal . . . create the mithril bracers of the devourer .

"In the end . . . I can't just let my anger dictate my actions, but I can't ignore
my anger either . "

To make things work, Leon decided to compromise with his reason and his
feelings . He would punch Donan in the face until he feels satisfied with it,
but his soldiers and guards wouldn't just watch Leon and their leader
fighting . So, that was why Leon needed to compromise . He would use
Donan and his minions as fuel to keep himself rampaging . . . Even though
winning or losing, nothing would change . . .

Mithril Bracers of the Devourer (+6)

It grants you the skill: Mana Absorption Lv 240 .

"Good with this, I will be able to move around punching everyone, moving
around and recovering mana while I'm at it… why does this sounds so fun?"
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Putting Leon's imagination aside, it looked like the number of times he could
improve a magic weapon increased, just like his control . As expected, the
weapon didn't raise his status, but it didn't matter . With every hit, Leon
would be able to increase his buffs for several more seconds, and that would
increase his attacks .

" I would cause more damage using a spear, but my anger wouldn't dissipate
with that…"

With the help of Lion's Pride and Haste, Leon was sure that he would be able
to move at the same speed Donan could . However, even with Lion's Pride,
Leon felt that he lacked a little in the brute strength aspect . So, he was
hoping to train Martial Arts at least for one month in order to increase his
damage . Besides, he needed to have some experience using his fists . The
better option would be to fight against powerful human opponents, but
warriors that live under the city didn't have much mana, and without draining
mana, Leon wouldn't be able to train his skills .

"The problem is… what I'm going to do after dealing with my anger issues…"

It won't surprise Leon if he stays depressed for a month or two after the next
big battle . Defeating Donan wouldn't change anything, and now that he knew

that the harvesters didn't have a decent method to travel between worlds,
Leon knew that he would be stuck on Miebos until Earth reaches the second
stage of assimilation, or until he develops teleportation himself . Leon visited
an underwater dungeon to check the shop every day, but there was no sign of



the tome he was looking for… that was why Leon was trying not to think
about it .
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Regardless, when Leon left the dungeon, he saw that the warriors and guards

were still at it . Both lands suffered some losses, but since their numbers were
almost equal, they were on a stalemate .

"Maybe I shouldn't get involved in this…"

In the end, Leon just left that area using the spell Transfer . A few hours later,
Leon was back to his base . Considering his experience, Leon knew that the

best targets to train Martial Arts and his buff would be the krakens and
ancient whales . However, using magic to attack them and attack with his fists

underwater were two very different things . Still, did Leon have any choice?
The answer was no .

"I guess this kind of training will be helpful for the future…"

For the first time, Leon started to explore the ocean of that world without the
help of a zombie Kraken or whale . Thanks to his Underwater Resistance,
Leon could dive quite deep in the sea, using Mana Barrier he could go even

deeper, but he couldn't use his fists . Soon, several Plant-Tentacle, Sharp
Starfish, and Crab-Hammers approached to attack him . But even underwater,
Leon was faster than them… with the help of Haste . Leon's Swim was

leveling up fast, but he wasn't causing that much damage with his punches .
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"Well, this much was expected…"

Although his punches weren't causing much damage, Leon didn't even have
to worry about using all his strength . The monster stopped moving after
getting hit five times, thanks to Mana Absorption . While they were in that

state, Leon made good use of them as sandbags .

Still, those weren't Leon's targets . Soon, an ancient whale approached . The
creature recognized that Leon had a lot of mana, but underestimated his
power . Instead of using any of its special attacks, it just moved to eat Leon .
The moment the creature opened its mouth, Leon transferred himself to the
inside of it . With the help of Fly, Leon prevented the water from pulling him

into the whale's stomach, and after that, he started to punch .

"Here I go…"

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon's started to punch the insides of the monster; of course, he wasn't
causing much damage . The creature was one hundred meters long, after all .
However, soon the beast started to sink since Leon's punches drained all its
mana . To make things more exciting and to make good use of his limited
time underwater, Leon used the extra mana to recover his stamina while he
used Bash . The single offensive skill that he could use with his fists .

After confirming that he could use Transfer freely inside the dungeon, Leon
relaxed a little, with that spell, he wouldnt be caught by surprise by Donan
anymore . Regardless, Leon shook those thoughts out of his head because he
had another goal . . . create the mithril bracers of the devourer .

In the end . . . I cant just let my anger dictate my actions, but I cant ignore my
anger either .

To make things work, Leon decided to compromise with his reason and his
feelings . He would punch Donan in the face until he feels satisfied with it,
but his soldiers and guards wouldnt just watch Leon and their leader fighting .
So, that was why Leon needed to compromise . He would use Donan and his
minions as fuel to keep himself rampaging . . . Even though winning or losing,
nothing would change . . .

Mithril Bracers of the Devourer (+6)

It grants you the skill: Mana Absorption Lv 240 .



Good with this, I will be able to move around punching everyone, moving
around and recovering mana while Im at it… why does this sounds so fun?

Putting Leons imagination aside, it looked like the number of times he could
improve a magic weapon increased, just like his control . As expected, the
weapon didnt raise his status, but it didnt matter . With every hit, Leon would
be able to increase his buffs for several more seconds, and that would increase
his attacks .

I would cause more damage using a spear, but my anger wouldnt dissipate
with that…

With the help of Lions Pride and Haste, Leon was sure that he would be able
to move at the same speed Donan could . However, even with Lions Pride,
Leon felt that he lacked a little in the brute strength aspect . So, he was
hoping to train Martial Arts at least for one month in order to increase his
damage . Besides, he needed to have some experience using his fists . The
better option would be to fight against powerful human opponents, but
warriors that live under the city didnt have much mana, and without draining
mana, Leon wouldnt be able to train his skills .

The problem is… what Im going to do after dealing with my anger issues…

It wont surprise Leon if he stays depressed for a month or two after the next
big battle . Defeating Donan wouldnt change anything, and now that he knew

that the harvesters didnt have a decent method to travel between worlds, Leon
knew that he would be stuck on Miebos until Earth reaches the second stage
of assimilation, or until he develops teleportation himself . Leon visited an
underwater dungeon to check the shop every day, but there was no sign of the
tome he was looking for… that was why Leon was trying not to think about
it .



Regardless, when Leon left the dungeon, he saw that the warriors and guards

were still at it . Both lands suffered some losses, but since their numbers were
almost equal, they were on a stalemate .

Maybe I shouldnt get involved in this…

In the end, Leon just left that area using the spell Transfer . A few hours later,
Leon was back to his base . Considering his experience, Leon knew that the

best targets to train Martial Arts and his buff would be the krakens and
ancient whales . However, using magic to attack them and attack with his fists

underwater were two very different things . Still, did Leon have any choice?
The answer was no .

I guess this kind of training will be helpful for the future…

For the first time, Leon started to explore the ocean of that world without the
help of a zombie Kraken or whale . Thanks to his Underwater Resistance,
Leon could dive quite deep in the sea, using Mana Barrier he could go even

deeper, but he couldnt use his fists . Soon, several Plant-Tentacle, Sharp
Starfish, and Crab-Hammers approached to attack him . But even underwater,
Leon was faster than them… with the help of Haste . Leons Swim was

leveling up fast, but he wasnt causing that much damage with his punches .

Well, this much was expected…

Although his punches werent causing much damage, Leon didnt even have to
worry about using all his strength . The monster stopped moving after getting
hit five times, thanks to Mana Absorption . While they were in that state,
Leon made good use of them as sandbags .



Still, those werent Leons targets . Soon, an ancient whale approached . The
creature recognized that Leon had a lot of mana, but underestimated his
power . Instead of using any of its special attacks, it just moved to eat Leon .
The moment the creature opened its mouth, Leon transferred himself to the
inside of it . With the help of Fly, Leon prevented the water from pulling him

into the whales stomach, and after that, he started to punch .

Here I go…

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Leons started to punch the insides of the monster; of course, he wasnt causing
much damage . The creature was one hundred meters long, after all .
However, soon the beast started to sink since Leons punches drained all its
mana . To make things more exciting and to make good use of his limited
time underwater, Leon used the extra mana to recover his stamina while he
used Bash . The single offensive skill that he could use with his fists .
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Congratulations! The skill Bash has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Bash has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Bash has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon wondered if he asked nicely, the harvesters would let him punch them

just to level up his skills . The difference leveling a skill that consumed a
single point of stamina and another that consumed three hundred points of
mana was insane… just before Leon left the whale because he was running
out of air . He managed to level up Bash more than ten times… Leon, in ten
minutes, leveled up the skill the same number of times he did in six years .
Well, the fact that he rarely used weapons was also to blame .

"I guess this won't be difficult at all . "



Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Although Leon's damage didn't increase a lot even though he was leveling up
multiple skills, soon, he noticed the difference . After training for a single day,
he returned to his base to test the power of his punches . As it turns out, Leon
managed to crack a massive rock with a single punch… but he also broke his
fists .

"Making full use of my mana without holding back changed my mindset more

than a little… to think that I would punch a rock without caring for the
well-being of my fists is… unsettling . "



Congratulations! The skill Iron Fists has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Iron Fists has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Iron Fists has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

At least Leon learned his lesson and even learned a new passive skill . It was
another buff that increased the power of his punches and the defense of his
arms . A little more stamina was consumed with each blow, but something
like that wasn't a problem with Stamina Restoration . Eventually, Leon's fists
became powerful enough to defeat the small fries that lived on the ocean .

"Those buffs are a little different than the ones I imagined before, but they
work well enough…"

Congratulations! The skill Stone Skin has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Although Stone Skin leveled up quite a bit in the battle against Donan, Leon
decided to level up even more . Even though he already got used to pain, he
wasn't fond of it . Despite that, for the sake of efficiency, he decided to let the
stronger monster of the ocean hit him with its tentacles . Luckily, Leon
decided to be a bit reasonable and wear his armor . The troll king's armor was
almost a trash item in comparison to Leon could create, but it was the best
armor at his disposal since Leon always created weapons and rings, instead of
real protective gear… Regardless, he regretted both choices . A single

tentacle of the Kraken had enough power to make Leon almost hit the bottom
of the ocean . Not only that, his armor than endured the shot a railgun got
destroyed… Leon almost died .



Leon used his powered Magma Spears to kill the beast because it liked to
attack the defenseless Leon . When he returned to the surface, Leon noticed
that his nose and ears were bleeding… probably thanks to the pressure of the
water . Even though he left Regeneration activated .

"Well… at least that hit leveled up Stone Skin ten times…"

Leon made a mental note not to train like that ever again, but when looked
around, he thought that perhaps he would never obtain the chance to level up
his skills again . A few meters above him, Leon saw a figure wearing a red

armor… it was the fire titan .

Inglar (Fire)

Health: 32500/32500

Mana: 11000/11000

Stamina: 24500/24500

Active Skills: Fire Transformation Lv 401, Fire Creation Lv 341, Burning
Aura Lv 312, Fire Blade Lv 313

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 344, Swordmanship Lv 355, Fire
Absorption Lv 312, Pain Resistance Lv 253



"Shit… I imagined that the chances of me finding them were close to none .
But I didn't consider that they would look for me… in their non-gigantic
form . "

Despite that, Leon soon understood that the fire titan didn't want to fight…
even though Leon tortured his friend quite a bit . He restored her body to her
normal shape, but that didn't change things .

"Are you the mage who defeated Alurelle?" Inglar asked .

"No, I'm just a regular fisherman," Leon answered . "I heard that there was a
mage living on an island in the south of here . "

"Then, how do you explain those mithril bracers?" Inglar asked .

"Those are family heirlooms," Leon answered .

"… Do you enjoy acting like a fool all that much?" Inglar sighed . "You can
rest easy . We just want to talk . "

"We?" Leon frowned .

"Yes… we want to talk to you," Inglar said . "My friends and I are going to
ignore the fact that you attacked Alurelle… as long as you talk with us for a
while . "

Congratulations! The skill Bash has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .
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Leon wondered if he asked nicely, the harvesters would let him punch them

just to level up his skills . The difference leveling a skill that consumed a
single point of stamina and another that consumed three hundred points of
mana was insane… just before Leon left the whale because he was running
out of air . He managed to level up Bash more than ten times… Leon, in ten
minutes, leveled up the skill the same number of times he did in six years .
Well, the fact that he rarely used weapons was also to blame .

I guess this wont be difficult at all .

Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .
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Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Although Leons damage didnt increase a lot even though he was leveling up
multiple skills, soon, he noticed the difference . After training for a single day,
he returned to his base to test the power of his punches . As it turns out, Leon
managed to crack a massive rock with a single punch… but he also broke his
fists .

Making full use of my mana without holding back changed my mindset more
than a little… to think that I would punch a rock without caring for the
well-being of my fists is… unsettling .

Congratulations! The skill Iron Fists has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

At least Leon learned his lesson and even learned a new passive skill . It was
another buff that increased the power of his punches and the defense of his
arms . A little more stamina was consumed with each blow, but something
like that wasnt a problem with Stamina Restoration . Eventually, Leons fists
became powerful enough to defeat the small fries that lived on the ocean .

Those buffs are a little different than the ones I imagined before, but they
work well enough…

Congratulations! The skill Stone Skin has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .



Although Stone Skin leveled up quite a bit in the battle against Donan, Leon
decided to level up even more . Even though he already got used to pain, he
wasnt fond of it . Despite that, for the sake of efficiency, he decided to let the
stronger monster of the ocean hit him with its tentacles . Luckily, Leon
decided to be a bit reasonable and wear his armor . The troll kings armor was
almost a trash item in comparison to Leon could create, but it was the best
armor at his disposal since Leon always created weapons and rings, instead of
real protective gear… Regardless, he regretted both choices . A single

tentacle of the Kraken had enough power to make Leon almost hit the bottom
of the ocean . Not only that, his armor than endured the shot a railgun got
destroyed… Leon almost died .

Leon used his powered Magma Spears to kill the beast because it liked to
attack the defenseless Leon . When he returned to the surface, Leon noticed
that his nose and ears were bleeding… probably thanks to the pressure of the
water . Even though he left Regeneration activated .

Well… at least that hit leveled up Stone Skin ten times…

Leon made a mental note not to train like that ever again, but when looked
around, he thought that perhaps he would never obtain the chance to level up
his skills again . A few meters above him, Leon saw a figure wearing a red

armor… it was the fire titan .

Inglar (Fire)

Health: 32500/32500

Mana: 11000/11000



Stamina: 24500/24500

Active Skills: Fire Transformation Lv 401, Fire Creation Lv 341, Burning
Aura Lv 312, Fire Blade Lv 313

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 344, Swordmanship Lv 355, Fire
Absorption Lv 312, Pain Resistance Lv 253

Shit… I imagined that the chances of me finding them were close to none .
But I didnt consider that they would look for me… in their non-gigantic
form .

Despite that, Leon soon understood that the fire titan didnt want to fight…
even though Leon tortured his friend quite a bit . He restored her body to her
normal shape, but that didnt change things .

Are you the mage who defeated Alurelle? Inglar asked .

No, Im just a regular fisherman, Leon answered . I heard that there was a
mage living on an island in the south of here .

Then, how do you explain those mithril bracers? Inglar asked .

Those are family heirlooms, Leon answered .

… Do you enjoy acting like a fool all that much? Inglar sighed . You can rest
easy . We just want to talk .



We? Leon frowned .

Yes… we want to talk to you, Inglar said . My friends and I are going to

ignore the fact that you attacked Alurelle… as long as you talk with us for a
while .
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Leon let out a long sigh . He hated with a passion the words luck, destiny,
and fate . . . but he couldn't help but wonder if he was doing the right thing
trying to ignore all of those . Regardless, that kind of event happened before,
so Leon already knew what to do . The only difference was the fact that the
harvesters could kill him with just the weight of their giant forms .

"I don't want to work with you guys," Leon declared . "So, let's just ignore
each other, okay?"

"You can decide that after," Inglar said . "Come, we already wasted too much
time looking for you . "

"Dude, you should listen when people are talking," Leon said . "Give me just
one reason to go to a party of giants that can smash me like an insect . "

" . . . We might help you to return to your world . " Inglar said .



"Oh, really?" Leon looked away . "Then, instead of working with you guys, I
will become your dog . How about it?"

"We sacrificed millions of monsters to transfer us to this planet," Inglar
explained . "However, those were monsters that could exist in planets that
were on the second stage of the assimilation . They had a lot less mana in
comparison to monsters that can exist in worlds that are on the third stage of
assimilation . . . Putting it in simple terms, even the weakest monsters would
have the same amount of mana you have . "

" . . . So, you think you can sacrifice monsters of the third stage of
assimilation to send me home?" Leon asked .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"That is the idea," Inglar nodded . "First, we will have to recover our worlds
and then find a way to look for your planet, but that shouldn't be difficult .
The monsters that are in our world can drop much more useful and powerful
tomes . You can create magic items, right? So, you probably left a magic
item that has your mana there . If we learn some tracking skills, it should be
possible to find your mana in other planets very far away . "

"If? So you think that we might just waste time looking for such skill . " Leon
frowned .

"Yes . . . It is possible to find the means to help you return to your world . . .
" Inglar added . "But everything is a big if . . . just like we are betting that we
may help you, we are also risking our lives with this plan . Anyway, that is
just one of many possibilities . . . if you want to hear more, you will have to
talk with all of us . "(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });



Leon let out a long sigh again . It was very annoying to be lured by such
attractive offers . However, even though he was trying not to think about it,
he was against the wall . He wanted to defeat Donan just to calm his anger .
Beating him wouldn't help Leon in any way . . . It looked like to return to
Earth, Leon would have to experiment with the other stages of assimilation in
different worlds . . . It wasn't decided, but Leon decided to hear them out . At
the very least, he has bound to hear some interesting information .

"Lead the way," Leon said .

Much to his surprise, Inglar stopped in the middle of nowhere and pointed
downward . It looked like he and his friends were using a dungeon as a
hideout . . . that was why no one could tell where they stayed between battles
and why Leon didn't happen to see them a lot over the last year . . . it was
because their base was in another world, one directly connected to Miebos .

Some monsters tried to attack Leon and Inglar, but even the massive Kraken
and ancient whale didn't prove to be a challenge to him . The guy was so
strong that he didn't use his 'super Saiyan' form; he slashed everything apart
as if they were made of butter . Although that was a dungeon that spawned
ancient whales, it didn't take long before Leon and Inglar could reach the
purple crystal .

IfMiebos was a world that had only a single continent and was surrounded by
a massive ocean, that other world had no land . At least no land that could be
used above the sea-level . It was kind of surprising finding a place like that,
but a bit troublesome . Although Leon could fly, he missed the feeling of
walking, and he didn't want to stay wet all the time .



Although that world's surface was covered by water, after looking around,
Leon saw a massive tower in the distance . It looked terribly out of place .
Not only because it stands out in the middle of the blue ocean and skies, but
because it seemed quite high-tech . It was like one kilometer tall, and it was
even bigger since some of its parts were submerged . It wasn't made of
mithril, but the material seemed pretty sturdy… It also made Leon think that

was some kind of spaceship, but that probably wasn't the case . Inglar and his
friends traveled to Miebos using Transfer, after all .

"The others are waiting there," Inglar pointed to the tower . "Let's go . "

Leon wondered if something was wrong with his head, he was following a
person that he considered to be an enemy to his base . Leon could kill him
and his friends, but he would only have enough mana to kill two of them… at

least in their giant forms . Still, as long as he can see the exterior of the tower,
he was confident that he could escape . So, Leon just readied himself .

Leon let out a long sigh . He hated with a passion the words luck, destiny,
and fate . . . but he couldnt help but wonder if he was doing the right thing
trying to ignore all of those . Regardless, that kind of event happened before,
so Leon already knew what to do . The only difference was the fact that the
harvesters could kill him with just the weight of their giant forms .

I dont want to work with you guys, Leon declared . So, lets just ignore each
other, okay?

You can decide that after, Inglar said . Come, we already wasted too much
time looking for you .



Dude, you should listen when people are talking, Leon said . Give me just
one reason to go to a party of giants that can smash me like an insect .

. . . We might help you to return to your world . Inglar said .

Oh, really? Leon looked away . Then, instead of working with you guys, I
will become your dog . How about it?

We sacrificed millions of monsters to transfer us to this planet, Inglar
explained . However, those were monsters that could exist in planets that
were on the second stage of the assimilation . They had a lot less mana in
comparison to monsters that can exist in worlds that are on the third stage of
assimilation . . . Putting it in simple terms, even the weakest monsters would
have the same amount of mana you have .

. . . So, you think you can sacrifice monsters of the third stage of assimilation
to send me home? Leon asked .

That is the idea, Inglar nodded . First, we will have to recover our worlds and
then find a way to look for your planet, but that shouldnt be difficult . The
monsters that are in our world can drop much more useful and powerful
tomes . You can create magic items, right? So, you probably left a magic
item that has your mana there . If we learn some tracking skills, it should be
possible to find your mana in other planets very far away .

If? So you think that we might just waste time looking for such skill . Leon
frowned .



Yes . . . It is possible to find the means to help you return to your world . . .
Inglar added . But everything is a big if . . . just like we are betting that we
may help you, we are also risking our lives with this plan . Anyway, that is
just one of many possibilities . . . if you want to hear more, you will have to
talk with all of us .

Leon let out a long sigh again . It was very annoying to be lured by such
attractive offers . However, even though he was trying not to think about it,
he was against the wall . He wanted to defeat Donan just to calm his anger .
Beating him wouldnt help Leon in any way . . . It looked like to return to
Earth, Leon would have to experiment with the other stages of assimilation in
different worlds . . . It wasnt decided, but Leon decided to hear them out . At
the very least, he has bound to hear some interesting information .

Lead the way, Leon said .

Much to his surprise, Inglar stopped in the middle of nowhere and pointed
downward . It looked like he and his friends were using a dungeon as a
hideout . . . that was why no one could tell where they stayed between battles
and why Leon didnt happen to see them a lot over the last year . . . it was
because their base was in another world, one directly connected to Miebos .

Some monsters tried to attack Leon and Inglar, but even the massive Kraken
and ancient whale didnt prove to be a challenge to him . The guy was so
strong that he didnt use his super Saiyan form; he slashed everything apart as
if they were made of butter . Although that was a dungeon that spawned
ancient whales, it didnt take long before Leon and Inglar could reach the
purple crystal .



IfMiebos was a world that had only a single continent and was surrounded by
a massive ocean, that other world had no land . At least no land that could be
used above the sea-level . It was kind of surprising finding a place like that,
but a bit troublesome . Although Leon could fly, he missed the feeling of
walking, and he didnt want to stay wet all the time .

Although that worlds surface was covered by water, after looking around,
Leon saw a massive tower in the distance . It looked terribly out of place .
Not only because it stands out in the middle of the blue ocean and skies, but
because it seemed quite high-tech . It was like one kilometer tall, and it was
even bigger since some of its parts were submerged . It wasnt made of mithril,
but the material seemed pretty sturdy… It also made Leon think that was
some kind of spaceship, but that probably wasnt the case . Inglar and his
friends traveled to Miebos using Transfer, after all .

The others are waiting there, Inglar pointed to the tower . Lets go .

Leon wondered if something was wrong with his head, he was following a
person that he considered to be an enemy to his base . Leon could kill him
and his friends, but he would only have enough mana to kill two of them… at

least in their giant forms . Still, as long as he can see the exterior of the tower,
he was confident that he could escape . So, Leon just readied himself .
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When Leon and Inglar arrived at the tower, he noticed that the place was
more like a high-tech hotel than a spaceship . Everything inside that tower



was an electronic device of some sort, lights, doors, windows… even when

Leon approached the walls, a few chairs appeared out of nowhere, as if his
approach caused to that kind of reaction . In some walls, Leon saw weapons

hidden . Every type of weapon was at the harvesters' disposal—even

railguns . However, none of them were made of mithril . So, despite having
the knowledge and resources of a race that reached the third stage of
assimilation, they weren't that good at handling mana .

Regardless, soon Leon and Inglar reached the last floor of the tower, and
there they found the other six titans… Leon wondered if it was fine to think of
them as titans, at that moment, they were just a little taller than Leon, after
all .

Jorhorn (Earth)

Health: 30500/32500

Mana: 15000/15000

Stamina: 22500/22500

Active Skills: Earth Transformation Lv 341, Earth Creation Lv 341, Stone
Skin Lv 333, Stalagamite Lv 323

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 224, Spearmanship Lv 375, Earth
Absorption Lv 295, Pain Resistance Lv 223

Jertien (Ice)



Health: 29500/29500

Mana: 9000/9000

Stamina: 23500/23500

Active Skills: Frost Nova Lv 333, Ice Meteor Lv 321, Ice Arrow Rain Lv

289, Frozen Enchantment Lv 313

Passive Skills: Ice Resistance Lv 302, Hammer Mastery Lv 301, Ice
Absorption Lv 312, Meditation Lv 253

Ismenria

Health: 27500/32500

Mana: 13000/13000(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

Stamina: 24500/24500

Active Skills: Battle Aura Lv 320, War Cry Lv 240, Mana Reinforcement

Lv 312, Fury Arrow Lv 313

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 344, Archery Lv 299, Underwater
Resistance Lv 312, Pain Resistance Lv 253



Putting aside their difficult names to memorize, they didn't look much
different than humans . Not only that, but they also weren't wearing their
armor, and their weapons weren't nearby . Leon didn't know if they were a

bunch of idiots by acting like that, or if they were trying to make Leon drop
his guard .

Jorhorn was the tallest of the group, and he was looking at Leon as if he was
having a hard time deciding if he wanted to punch him or not . Although he
was bald, he looked a little bit like Alurelle…Most likely, they were siblings,
and that would explain why he seemed so pissed… he wants to crush the man
who tortured his sister .

Jertien looked to be the oldest of the group since he had white hair, but it was
hard to be sure because Genelosa had light blue hair . Regardless, he also
seemed to be the calmest of the group . Jertien looked at Leon just a single
time, lost interest, and returned to his meditation .

"So, this is the council of those who want world domination?" Leon asked .

"He really came… for a mage, he is quite brave," Ivolaer said . "Or perhaps
he is just a fool . "(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"He is our guest here, Ivolaer," Alurelle glared at him . "Don't be rude . You
think by acting like that makes you look brave, but you only disgrace our
race . "

"I don't care about what you think of my actions," Ivolaer said . "I will act the
way I want, and no one can make me stop . "



"I think a meteor in your head can stop you," Jertien said, while his eyes were
still closed .

"Good luck with that, gramps," Ivolaer shrugged .

"… Who else is going to embarrass themselves in front of this kid?" Ismenria
asked after a long sigh . "I think it is your turn Jorhorn . You said that you
would crush him the moment he puts his feet here… I think you are a bit late
for that . "

"Ismenria, can you please shut up?" Alurelle asked . "I don't want to have to
calm down my brother again . "

"Why does this always happen when we reunite," Genelosa sighed . ��I'm
tired of this, even though this only happens once a year . "

Leon scratched the back of his head when he heard that, those seven were
quite the weird bunch, even though the fate of their worlds was on their hands,
they still could act like… the human beings Leon knew . That was very weird,
considering that they were supposed to be hundreds of years old .

"Well, let's start again, this time with some introductions," Alurelle said .

"There is no need, I already know more or less everyone here," Leon said . "I
saw a few of you before, and a friend told me about your actions . "

"… That is why you acted like that when you saw me," Inglar frowned . "A
friend, huh . It is hard to believe that the people of this world would befriend
an invader . "



"I'm not an invader, and I didn't attack the people of this world every day
before breakfast," Leon said . "That is probably why I managed to talk with
some people in this world . In fact, I believe my life would be much easier if
you guys didn't attack the soldiers and the barrier almost on a daily basis . "

"You didn't find me by chance?" Alurelle asked . "That means you could have
killed some of us?"

"Maybe, I saw him and her while they were rampaging," Leon pointed at
Genelosa and Ivolaer . "However, I wouldn't gain anything by killing them .
That is why ignored both, and then I found you, tired after a long battle . "

"… You chose her because she would be the easiest target in that state?"
Jorhorn asked, his face was red with anger .

"Yes," Leon answered .

After hearing that, Jorhorn began to emit a yellow aura…

When Leon and Inglar arrived at the tower, he noticed that the place was
more like a high-tech hotel than a spaceship . Everything inside that tower
was an electronic device of some sort, lights, doors, windows… even when

Leon approached the walls, a few chairs appeared out of nowhere, as if his
approach caused to that kind of reaction . In some walls, Leon saw weapons

hidden . Every type of weapon was at the harvesters disposal—even railguns .
However, none of them were made of mithril . So, despite having the
knowledge and resources of a race that reached the third stage of assimilation,
they werent that good at handling mana .



Regardless, soon Leon and Inglar reached the last floor of the tower, and
there they found the other six titans… Leon wondered if it was fine to think of
them as titans, at that moment, they were just a little taller than Leon, after
all .

Jorhorn (Earth)

Health: 30500/32500

Mana: 15000/15000

Stamina: 22500/22500

Active Skills: Earth Transformation Lv 341, Earth Creation Lv 341, Stone
Skin Lv 333, Stalagamite Lv 323

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 224, Spearmanship Lv 375, Earth
Absorption Lv 295, Pain Resistance Lv 223

Jertien (Ice)

Health: 29500/29500

Mana: 9000/9000

Stamina: 23500/23500



Active Skills: Frost Nova Lv 333, Ice Meteor Lv 321, Ice Arrow Rain Lv

289, Frozen Enchantment Lv 313

Passive Skills: Ice Resistance Lv 302, Hammer Mastery Lv 301, Ice
Absorption Lv 312, Meditation Lv 253

Ismenria

Health: 27500/32500

Mana: 13000/13000

Stamina: 24500/24500

Active Skills: Battle Aura Lv 320, War Cry Lv 240, Mana Reinforcement

Lv 312, Fury Arrow Lv 313

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 344, Archery Lv 299, Underwater
Resistance Lv 312, Pain Resistance Lv 253

Putting aside their difficult names to memorize, they didnt look much
different than humans . Not only that, but they also werent wearing their
armor, and their weapons werent nearby . Leon didnt know if they were a

bunch of idiots by acting like that, or if they were trying to make Leon drop
his guard .

Jorhorn was the tallest of the group, and he was looking at Leon as if he was
having a hard time deciding if he wanted to punch him or not . Although he



was bald, he looked a little bit like Alurelle…Most likely, they were siblings,
and that would explain why he seemed so pissed… he wants to crush the man
who tortured his sister .

Jertien looked to be the oldest of the group since he had white hair, but it was
hard to be sure because Genelosa had light blue hair . Regardless, he also
seemed to be the calmest of the group . Jertien looked at Leon just a single
time, lost interest, and returned to his meditation .

So, this is the council of those who want world domination? Leon asked .

He really came… for a mage, he is quite brave, Ivolaer said . Or perhaps he
is just a fool .

He is our guest here, Ivolaer, Alurelle glared at him . Dont be rude . You
think by acting like that makes you look brave, but you only disgrace our
race .

I dont care about what you think of my actions, Ivolaer said . I will act the
way I want, and no one can make me stop .

I think a meteor in your head can stop you, Jertien said, while his eyes were
still closed .

Good luck with that, gramps, Ivolaer shrugged .

… Who else is going to embarrass themselves in front of this kid? Ismenria

asked after a long sigh . I think it is your turn Jorhorn . You said that you



would crush him the moment he puts his feet here… I think you are a bit late
for that .

Ismenria, can you please shut up? Alurelle asked . I dont want to have to
calm down my brother again .

Why does this always happen when we reunite, Genelosa sighed . ��Im

tired of this, even though this only happens once a year .

Leon scratched the back of his head when he heard that, those seven were
quite the weird bunch, even though the fate of their worlds was on their hands,
they still could act like… the human beings Leon knew . That was very weird,
considering that they were supposed to be hundreds of years old .

Well, lets start again, this time with some introductions, Alurelle said .

There is no need, I already know more or less everyone here, Leon said . I
saw a few of you before, and a friend told me about your actions .

… That is why you acted like that when you saw me, Inglar frowned . A
friend, huh . It is hard to believe that the people of this world would befriend
an invader .

Im not an invader, and I didnt attack the people of this world every day before
breakfast, Leon said . That is probably why I managed to talk with some
people in this world . In fact, I believe my life would be much easier if you
guys didnt attack the soldiers and the barrier almost on a daily basis .



You didnt find me by chance? Alurelle asked . That means you could have
killed some of us?

Maybe, I saw him and her while they were rampaging, Leon pointed at
Genelosa and Ivolaer . However, I wouldnt gain anything by killing them .
That is why ignored both, and then I found you, tired after a long battle .

… You chose her because she would be the easiest target in that state?
Jorhorn asked, his face was red with anger .

Yes, Leon answered .

After hearing that, Jorhorn began to emit a yellow aura…
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"Hahaha, that is funny," Ivolaer laughed . "This obviously a bluff, why are
you so nervous after hearing that, Jorhorn . "

"I think killing you would be especially easy," Leon said . "You don't use
armor and let every soldier hit you with ease . "

"What did you say?" Ivolaer frowned . "I can turn you into charcoal with a
single finger… insect . "



"… I'm wasting my time here," Leon sighed . "Just tell me already what you
guys want to say . "

"Startint the conversation after that will be difficult, but…" Alurelle massaged
her forehead . " You already know that we want to reclaim our worlds, and as
you probably heard from Inglar, we need your help . Although you are
powerful, we believe that you won't be able to help us all that much on the
battlefield, because you use too much mana in every single attack . However,
your ability to create mithril will help us a lot . "

"You guys have more mana than me," Leon said . "Why don't you create
yourselves?"

"Although we have a lot of mana, we can't produce mithril because we don't
have the physiology of a mage," Alurelle answered .

"… Explain that in detail . " Leon frowned .

"As you already know, the people of Miebos lost some of their physical

strength because they used mana instead of fighting directly," Alurelle
explained . "Something similar happened to us . We were born with a racial

trait that grants us the ability to grow in size according to the energy we have
in our bodies . Since that also increased our physical strength, we focused on
becoming something like magic warriors . We used mana because our body

could store mana . Still, we didn't increase our intelligence to make our mana
more powerful . "



"Can't you just increase your intelligence to solve that problem… Ah," Leon
recalled specific information .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"That is right . The status you allocate doesn't just increase your strength,
speed, and endurance," Alurelle explained . "It changes your body to a
molecular level after a few years . Once you decide to follow the path of a

warrior or mage, you can't change that later . We can fight against thousands

of soldiers of this world because our endurance and mentality are much more
efficient since we focused on increasing those soon after the assimilation
started on our solar system . We focused on survival, and that explains why
we can't defeat the soldiers of this world with ease, even though we had seven
times more time than them to strengthen ourselves . "

"So, the assimilation started in your world five hundred years ago?" Leon
asked . "That doesn't explain how you guys use so many spells without losing

all that much mana . "

"I see… but to think that every single person of your world would follow the

same path," Leon nodded . "It is kind of stupid…"

"Ugh…" Jorhorn murmured .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"… We had some mages, but since the survival rate of mages was low, most
people followed the idea to increase endurance and mentality to increase their
chances of survival," Alurelle added . "Mithril can only appear in worlds that
are in the second stage of assimilation, but even so, it is extremely difficult to
find . Although mithril can be created, only mages can create them since their

bodies can create and control the purest type of mana . "



Leon nodded, to create mithril, one would have to use and control a lot of
mana . That wasn't easy, because mana couldn't be seen, only felt . Only
those who used only mana day and night could reach that level of mastery…
and it looked like those who wanted to become mages on their worlds, soon
changed their minds after noticing that their odds of survival were quite low .

"The dragons decimated our worlds' population, but after they disappeared,
we didn't suffer many losses even when we failed to prevent dungeon breaks,"
Alurelle explained . "However, we didn't die… but the battles were long

because we weren't strong enough . That is why we developed this device…
we solved that problem, but we grew to reliant on external help . In the end,
we just ignored the problem, and that is what caused the fall of our race . "

"So… you guys didn't learn your lesson," Leon declared . "You guys want to
solve the problem of your lack of power by asking me to create mithril
weapons… I assume that your weapons and equipment are also a result of the
technology of your world, but those aren't that powerful . Only useful to
some extent . "

"Even by using technology, we never managed to produce weapons more
powerful than the ones made of mithril," Alurelle nodded . "Weapons made of

mithril can display a terrific amount of power, and they can be useful for
warriors like us and mages like you . "

"You said that you guys didn't find a lot of mithril in your planets," Leon
frowned . "Then how can you talk like that about the weapons that you barely

saw?"

"We didn't have the technology to create weapons made of mithril either,"
Alurelle answered . "So, we never had weapons made of mithril, but a certain



species of monsters has weapons made of mithril… in fact, all their weapons
are made of mithril . It was that race of monsters that exterminated the
population of our worlds and forced us to escape . "

"What monsters are those?" Leon asked .

"Angels," Alurelle answered .

Hahaha, that is funny, Ivolaer laughed . This obviously a bluff, why are you
so nervous after hearing that, Jorhorn .

I think killing you would be especially easy, Leon said . You dont use armor
and let every soldier hit you with ease .

What did you say? Ivolaer frowned . I can turn you into charcoal with a
single finger… insect .

… Im wasting my time here, Leon sighed . Just tell me already what you guys
want to say .

Startint the conversation after that will be difficult, but… Alurelle massaged

her forehead . You already know that we want to reclaim our worlds, and as
you probably heard from Inglar, we need your help . Although you are
powerful, we believe that you wont be able to help us all that much on the
battlefield, because you use too much mana in every single attack . However,
your ability to create mithril will help us a lot .



You guys have more mana than me, Leon said . Why dont you create

yourselves?

Although we have a lot of mana, we cant produce mithril because we dont
have the physiology of a mage, Alurelle answered .

… Explain that in detail . Leon frowned .

As you already know, the people of Miebos lost some of their physical

strength because they used mana instead of fighting directly, Alurelle
explained . Something similar happened to us . We were born with a racial

trait that grants us the ability to grow in size according to the energy we have
in our bodies . Since that also increased our physical strength, we focused on
becoming something like magic warriors . We used mana because our body

could store mana . Still, we didnt increase our intelligence to make our mana
more powerful .

Cant you just increase your intelligence to solve that problem… Ah, Leon
recalled specific information .

That is right . The status you allocate doesnt just increase your strength, speed,
and endurance, Alurelle explained . It changes your body to a molecular level
after a few years . Once you decide to follow the path of a warrior or mage,
you cant change that later . We can fight against thousands of soldiers of this

world because our endurance and mentality are much more efficient since we
focused on increasing those soon after the assimilation started on our solar
system . We focused on survival, and that explains why we cant defeat the
soldiers of this world with ease, even though we had seven times more time
than them to strengthen ourselves .



So, the assimilation started in your world five hundred years ago? Leon

asked . That doesnt explain how you guys use so many spells without losing

all that much mana .

I see… but to think that every single person of your world would follow the
same path, Leon nodded . It is kind of stupid…

Ugh… Jorhorn murmured .

… We had some mages, but since the survival rate of mages was low, most
people followed the idea to increase endurance and mentality to increase their
chances of survival, Alurelle added . Mithril can only appear in worlds that
are in the second stage of assimilation, but even so, it is extremely difficult to
find . Although mithril can be created, only mages can create them since their

bodies can create and control the purest type of mana .

Leon nodded, to create mithril, one would have to use and control a lot of
mana . That wasnt easy, because mana couldnt be seen, only felt . Only those
who used only mana day and night could reach that level of mastery… and it
looked like those who wanted to become mages on their worlds, soon
changed their minds after noticing that their odds of survival were quite low .

The dragons decimated our worlds population, but after they disappeared, we
didnt suffer many losses even when we failed to prevent dungeon breaks,
Alurelle explained . However, we didnt die… but the battles were long

because we werent strong enough . That is why we developed this device…
we solved that problem, but we grew to reliant on external help . In the end,
we just ignored the problem, and that is what caused the fall of our race .



So… you guys didnt learn your lesson, Leon declared . You guys want to
solve the problem of your lack of power by asking me to create mithril
weapons… I assume that your weapons and equipment are also a result of the
technology of your world, but those arent that powerful . Only useful to some
extent .

Even by using technology, we never managed to produce weapons more
powerful than the ones made of mithril, Alurelle nodded . Weapons made of

mithril can display a terrific amount of power, and they can be useful for
warriors like us and mages like you .

You said that you guys didnt find a lot of mithril in your planets, Leon
frowned . Then how can you talk like that about the weapons that you barely

saw?

We didnt have the technology to create weapons made of mithril either,
Alurelle answered . So, we never had weapons made of mithril, but a certain
species of monsters has weapons made of mithril… in fact, all their weapons
are made of mithril . It was that race of monsters that exterminated the
population of our worlds and forced us to escape .

What monsters are those? Leon asked .

Angels, Alurelle answered .
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Leon couldn't help but frown, if dragons could exist, then it was evident that
angels existed as well . Despite that, Leon didn't know if they could be

considered monsters, they indeed weren't human beings, but…

"They spawn in dungeons, or did they invade your world like you guys
invaded this one?" Leon asked .

"They came through dungeons," Alurelle answered . "Although their main
weapons are bows, sword, and lances, their principal weapon is light magic .
Most defensive gear can't withstand the power of their light magic attacks,
but we believe that mithril can since it is made of condensed mana . It will
endure their attacks for a while . "

Light magic… it probably was considered elemental magic, and Leon knew
that most likely, it was a mix of all other elements except for darkness . Leon
saw Amanda using the holy bow and shooting light arrows, those could
explode demons, probably because of compatibility . However, it wouldn't be
weird if light magic also has all the attributes of other elements and cause
damage like lasers… it was scary to imagine something like that . However,
the chances of his mana armor being able to block that kind of magic
projectile were high .

"Considering that Mithril won't be able to grow like our equipment, then you
will have to create armors and weapons with that can be used by us on our
giant form," Alurelle explained . "Our first goal will be to recover my planet,
and there we will show you that we will do everything in our power to make
you reach your own goal . "

"You talk as if I'm going to accept this no matter what…" Leon frowned .
"How do you intend to show me that . "



"You are not the only one who can use Appraisal," Alurelle said . "We know

that you have the power of spirits, so I imagine that you may want more of
that . When my planet reached the third stage of assimilation, two spirits
awakened . One of them was Gnome, and the other was Volt . They only
appeared at that time because the world didn't have enough mana .
Considering that, we knew that they would give us powerful skills . However,
to receive that power, they wanted to test us… we didn't have time for that .
"

"So, you guys killed them…" Leon let out a long sigh . "You guys killed five
spirits when by some miracle, you guys found six spirits in your solar
system… I'm quite impressed that any of you still managed to escape . "

"Don't test my patience, kid," Ivolaer said . "Use your tongue a little more,
and you will end up losing it . "(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"You are quite confident, considering that you abandoned your planet and
now is using a weaker race to grow stronger safely," Leon said .

"Stop this, Ivolaer," Jertien looked annoyed at him . "The boy is right; we
abandoned our world and failed to protect our families and friends . Getting
angry won't change that . It will only prove the point that we failed
pathetically and made bad choices . "

"Tsk…" Ivolaer clicked his tongue in annoyance .

"… Back to the topic," Alurelle sighed . "The angels probably made a pact
with the spirit of light; that is why they can use light magic . So, we are quite



certain that they wouldn't attack another Spirit . With our help, you will
probably succeed in Volt's test, and the power you will obtain from him will

be much more impressive than the ones your current have . "(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Everything was starting to make sense, but in the end, those guys were just
tempting Leon with the promise of power . Besides, for how long would he

have to work to obtain a means to return to Earth? If Leon didn't want to be
fooled, he would have to go with those guys to their planet, after all . And to
recover not one, but several worlds from the clutches of angels was something

beyond insane .

Despite all that, Leon had no other choice . Leon's luck was too low for him

to even obtain tomes on Miebos, and to make things worse, he didn't want to
rely on something so uncertain like luck . He would instead work actively to
find a way home . One of those ways was to go a world that was on the third
stage of assimilation and hope the Alurelle and her friends would obtain a
tome that could help Leon in some way or the other… even though that was
quite uncertain .

"There is nothing in this world for me… I just want to punch Donan and break

his teeth to satisfy my own ego . Darya won't even… ah . "

There was no point in dwelling on certain things, but Leon couldn't help it .
Come to think of it, why he was so sure that he could survive those guys
attacks? Leon failed so many times that thinking that was insane… even more

insane than going to another world where his chances of dying would
increase .



"…Even if I wanted to help, it would take far too long to craft equipment of
your size," Leon sighed . "I don't have nearly enough mana or resources to
create them . "

"That won't be a problem, as long as you use this," Alurelle approached the
wall, and then a sword glowing in dark-blue tone appeared .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 256232

Leon couldnt help but frown, if dragons could exist, then it was evident that
angels existed as well . Despite that, Leon didnt know if they could be

considered monsters, they indeed werent human beings, but…

They spawn in dungeons, or did they invade your world like you guys
invaded this one? Leon asked .

They came through dungeons, Alurelle answered . Although their main
weapons are bows, sword, and lances, their principal weapon is light magic .
Most defensive gear cant withstand the power of their light magic attacks, but
we believe that mithril can since it is made of condensed mana . It will endure
their attacks for a while .

Light magic… it probably was considered elemental magic, and Leon knew
that most likely, it was a mix of all other elements except for darkness . Leon



saw Amanda using the holy bow and shooting light arrows, those could
explode demons, probably because of compatibility . However, it wouldnt be
weird if light magic also has all the attributes of other elements and cause
damage like lasers… it was scary to imagine something like that . However,
the chances of his mana armor being able to block that kind of magic
projectile were high .

Considering that Mithril wont be able to grow like our equipment, then you
will have to create armors and weapons with that can be used by us on our
giant form, Alurelle explained . Our first goal will be to recover my planet,
and there we will show you that we will do everything in our power to make
you reach your own goal .

You talk as if Im going to accept this no matter what… Leon frowned . How
do you intend to show me that .

You are not the only one who can use Appraisal, Alurelle said .We know that

you have the power of spirits, so I imagine that you may want more of that .
When my planet reached the third stage of assimilation, two spirits
awakened . One of them was Gnome, and the other was Volt . They only
appeared at that time because the world didnt have enough mana .
Considering that, we knew that they would give us powerful skills . However,
to receive that power, they wanted to test us… we didnt have time for that .

So, you guys killed them… Leon let out a long sigh . You guys killed five
spirits when by some miracle, you guys found six spirits in your solar
system… Im quite impressed that any of you still managed to escape .

Dont test my patience, kid, Ivolaer said . Use your tongue a little more, and
you will end up losing it .



You are quite confident, considering that you abandoned your planet and now
is using a weaker race to grow stronger safely, Leon said .

Stop this, Ivolaer, Jertien looked annoyed at him . The boy is right; we
abandoned our world and failed to protect our families and friends . Getting
angry wont change that . It will only prove the point that we failed
pathetically and made bad choices .

Tsk… Ivolaer clicked his tongue in annoyance .

… Back to the topic, Alurelle sighed . The angels probably made a pact with
the spirit of light; that is why they can use light magic . So, we are quite
certain that they wouldnt attack another Spirit . With our help, you will
probably succeed in Volts test, and the power you will obtain from him will

be much more impressive than the ones your current have .

Everything was starting to make sense, but in the end, those guys were just
tempting Leon with the promise of power . Besides, for how long would he

have to work to obtain a means to return to Earth? If Leon didnt want to be

fooled, he would have to go with those guys to their planet, after all . And to
recover not one, but several worlds from the clutches of angels was something

beyond insane .

Despite all that, Leon had no other choice . Leons luck was too low for him to

even obtain tomes onMiebos, and to make things worse, he didnt want to rely
on something so uncertain like luck . He would instead work actively to find
a way home . One of those ways was to go a world that was on the third stage
of assimilation and hope the Alurelle and her friends would obtain a tome that
could help Leon in some way or the other… even though that was quite
uncertain .



There is nothing in this world for me… I just want to punch Donan and break
his teeth to satisfy my own ego . Darya wont even… ah .

There was no point in dwelling on certain things, but Leon couldnt help it .
Come to think of it, why he was so sure that he could survive those guys
attacks? Leon failed so many times that thinking that was insane… even more

insane than going to another world where his chances of dying would
increase .

…Even if I wanted to help, it would take far too long to craft equipment of
your size, Leon sighed . I dont have nearly enough mana or resources to
create them .

That wont be a problem, as long as you use this, Alurelle approached the wall,
and then a sword glowing in dark-blue tone appeared .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 256232
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Leon finally discovered how Elurelle and her friends managed to use Transfer
and come to a far away planet . At first, he had imagined that they had killed



and put millions of monsters inside a massive magic circle… but that
obviously hadn't been the case .

"This is a weapon we obtained after killing an angel," Alurelle said . "We

were lucky, without this, none of us would be here . For years, we struggled
with how we would be able to return to our world, even though we are not
powerful yet, but with you here, we have someone who can use Transfer . "

"So, you guys came without knowing if one day you would manage to
return…" Leon sighed . "I guess with a weapon like that I will be able to
obtain the mana needed to create the things you want… but first, I have to
deal with some unfinished business . "

"Well, since we are going to work together, we can help you," Alurelle said .
"What do you want-"

"Wait… before we decide anything, I want to see you creating a mithril
weapon," Jorhorn said . "We need to confirm with our own eyes your skill . "

"All right then, give me the sword…" Leon sighed .

Alurelle hesitated a little bit, but she ended up passing Soul Eater to Leon . It
looked like the sword was made of Titanium, so it couldn't be helped that the
sword had only the power to drain mana from the corpse of the targets and
didn't increase his status even a little bit . Regardless, it looked like they were
quite confident in the amount of mana the weapon had at the moment, but
Leon managed to create a single weapon… and it wasn't that useful to
warriors like them .



Mithril Needle

It grants you Agility +90, Dexterity + 40 .

Sponsored Content
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Everyone in that room frowned when they looked at the needle, but they
opened their mouths widely when they used Appraisal, but they frowned
again when they used Appraisal on Leon and the Soul Eater . A lot of mana

had been used just to create a single weapon .

"If you guys want something more practical, work hard while I finish my
business," Leon said and then left the tower .

It looked like the weapon could store an infinite amount of mana; it only had
that ability, after all . Leon bet that he could speed up his training quite a bit
with that weapon, but considering the words he heard, Leon decided not to
ask for it .

"I need to find a way to counter Appraisal…"

That skill was useful, but being the target of the ability was annoying .
Alurelle and friends discovered that Leon could use Transfer, so they became
even eager to work with him . Still, despite their sweet words, Leon knew that

he couldn't trust them .



"Well, considering what they want from me, it won't be hard to make some
counter-measures…"

"Regardless… before dreaming big… I have to deal with Donan . "

The group of harvesters knew that they would probably need billions of mana
points to create equipment for everyone, so they probably wouldn't mind if
Leon returns only a month later . That being said, Leon wanted to put his plan
in action in two weeks .

Sponsored Content
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"They need a lot of mana to fight for several days, so they probably won't
attack Miebos . I won't be able to use them as a distraction… Still, I doubt
that the soldiers guarding the barrier will arrive on time to protect Donan . I
will just have to deal with regular guards, and they won't be a problem .
Aside from Donan, the only problem will be…"

Leon sighed and decided not to think about it . He needed to focus in order to
take the next step without a somewhat clear conscience . At first, Leon had
decided to challenge Donan using only his mithril bracers as equipment .
However, since he wouldn't be able to attack him and keep Mana Armor

activated, he decided to increase his defense a little bit… just in case someone

manages to catch him off-guard and hit his back or the back of his head .
With the help of monsters' hide, Leon succeeded in creating a breastplate and
a helm . With those, he would be able to protect his vital points, even if he



wanted, Leon couldn't use more equipment, because he wasn't used to
wearing several pieces of armor .

Light Mithril Breastplate (+6)

It grants you Endurance +150, Mentality + 120 .

Light Mithril Helm (+6)

It grants you Endurance +120, Mentality + 90 .

Leon decided to focus on raw defense because it would be impossible to
create countermeasures to all elements using only two pieces of gear . Still,
that much was enough for Leon… and after two weeks, he headed toward the
center of the continent .

Health: 154 +

Sponsored Content
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Mana: 5585 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +



Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 1138 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 255 +

Mentality: 169 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1001 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:91236521

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Strong Arms Lv 64, Bash Lv 61, Dash Lv 23, Seal Lv 73,
Appraisal Lv 67, Haste Lv 150, Stamina Restoration Lv 45, Stamina
Manipulation Lv 25, Slow Lv 55, Stone Skin Lv 71, Transfer Lv 20,



Passive Skills: Rage Lv 96, Cook Lv 85, Martial Arts Lv 91, Swim Lv 71,
Underwater Resistance Lv 76, Alchemy Lv 98, Sleep Resistance Lv 55,
Mana Absorbtion Lv 240, Multi-Conjuration Lv 85, Lion's Pride Lv 90,
Iron Fists Lv 50

Leon finally discovered how Elurelle and her friends managed to use Transfer
and come to a far away planet . At first, he had imagined that they had killed
and put millions of monsters inside a massive magic circle… but that
obviously hadnt been the case .

This is a weapon we obtained after killing an angel, Alurelle said . We were

lucky, without this, none of us would be here . For years, we struggled with
how we would be able to return to our world, even though we are not
powerful yet, but with you here, we have someone who can use Transfer .

So, you guys came without knowing if one day you would manage to
return… Leon sighed . I guess with a weapon like that I will be able to obtain
the mana needed to create the things you want… but first, I have to deal with
some unfinished business .

Well, since we are going to work together, we can help you, Alurelle said .
What do you want-

Wait… before we decide anything, I want to see you creating a mithril
weapon, Jorhorn said . We need to confirm with our own eyes your skill .

All right then, give me the sword… Leon sighed .



Alurelle hesitated a little bit, but she ended up passing Soul Eater to Leon . It
looked like the sword was made of Titanium, so it couldnt be helped that the
sword had only the power to drain mana from the corpse of the targets and
didnt increase his status even a little bit . Regardless, it looked like they were
quite confident in the amount of mana the weapon had at the moment, but
Leon managed to create a single weapon… and it wasnt that useful to
warriors like them .

Mithril Needle

It grants you Agility +90, Dexterity + 40 .

Everyone in that room frowned when they looked at the needle, but they
opened their mouths widely when they used Appraisal, but they frowned
again when they used Appraisal on Leon and the Soul Eater . A lot of mana

had been used just to create a single weapon .

If you guys want something more practical, work hard while I finish my
business, Leon said and then left the tower .

It looked like the weapon could store an infinite amount of mana; it only had
that ability, after all . Leon bet that he could speed up his training quite a bit
with that weapon, but considering the words he heard, Leon decided not to
ask for it .

I need to find a way to counter Appraisal…

That skill was useful, but being the target of the ability was annoying .
Alurelle and friends discovered that Leon could use Transfer, so they became



even eager to work with him . Still, despite their sweet words, Leon knew that

he couldnt trust them .

Well, considering what they want from me, it wont be hard to make some
counter-measures…

Regardless… before dreaming big… I have to deal with Donan .

The group of harvesters knew that they would probably need billions of mana
points to create equipment for everyone, so they probably wouldnt mind if
Leon returns only a month later . That being said, Leon wanted to put his plan
in action in two weeks .

They need a lot of mana to fight for several days, so they probably wont
attackMiebos . I wont be able to use them as a distraction… Still, I doubt that
the soldiers guarding the barrier will arrive on time to protect Donan . I will
just have to deal with regular guards, and they wont be a problem . Aside
from Donan, the only problem will be…

Leon sighed and decided not to think about it . He needed to focus in order to
take the next step without a somewhat clear conscience . At first, Leon had
decided to challenge Donan using only his mithril bracers as equipment .
However, since he wouldnt be able to attack him and keep Mana Armor

activated, he decided to increase his defense a little bit… just in case someone

manages to catch him off-guard and hit his back or the back of his head .
With the help of monsters hide, Leon succeeded in creating a breastplate and
a helm . With those, he would be able to protect his vital points, even if he
wanted, Leon couldnt use more equipment, because he wasnt used to wearing
several pieces of armor .



Light Mithril Breastplate (+6)

It grants you Endurance +150, Mentality + 120 .

Light Mithril Helm (+6)

It grants you Endurance +120, Mentality + 90 .

Leon decided to focus on raw defense because it would be impossible to
create countermeasures to all elements using only two pieces of gear . Still,
that much was enough for Leon… and after two weeks, he headed toward the
center of the continent .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 5585 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 1138 +



Endurance: 139 +

Control: 255 +

Mentality: 169 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1001 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:91236521

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Strong Arms Lv 64, Bash Lv 61, Dash Lv 23, Seal Lv 73,
Appraisal Lv 67, Haste Lv 150, Stamina Restoration Lv 45, Stamina
Manipulation Lv 25, Slow Lv 55, Stone Skin Lv 71, Transfer Lv 20,

Passive Skills: Rage Lv 96, Cook Lv 85, Martial Arts Lv 91, Swim Lv 71,
Underwater Resistance Lv 76, Alchemy Lv 98, Sleep Resistance Lv 55,
Mana Absorbtion Lv 240, Multi-Conjuration Lv 85, Lions Pride Lv 90,
Iron Fists Lv 50
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When Leon arrived in the territory where Gurr's village was located, he
started to wonder how he should proceed . Destroy buildings and cause panic
while risking killing the civilians, or just suddenly appear in front of the
research center and kick the guards' asses that try to attack him?

"Either way, it doesn't matter . If some people die, they probably deserve that
since they accepted to be ruled by an asshole…"

Although Leon believed that to be true, in the end, he gave up on the idea .
Leon doubted that even Donan's subordinates knew the kind of person he

was . It was impossible that the general population could even imagine that he
was a bastard who treated his relatives like tools . In the end, just appear and
wait for him would be the best choice . Due to the fact that would annoy
Donan the most since it was a sign that Leon was buying a direct fight with
him .

Using a mithril staff, Leon started to hit the soil of the city . With every strike,
the surroundings trembled, and some of the soil fell downward . A few

seconds later, Leon appeared in the city, and he saw some people running or

using magic to escape from there . While the civilians were running away,
some guards that worked on the research center approached .

"Now then…" Leon pointed his index fingers toward them .



Pointing his fingers to use Mana Bullets was unnecessary, but Leon felt like
putting a show to them since that would be the last time he would be seen on
that planet . The first wave of Mana Bullets got repelled by their Mana Armor,
but it didn't take long before the guards started to get hit . Mana Bullet was a

skill that didn't receive bonus damage with the help of skills like Earth
Manipulation or Earth Creation, but at the same time, it was a skill that
couldn't be weakened by the elemental resistances… Thanks to

Multi-Conjuration and Lion's Pride alone, Leon defeated a group of thirty
guards in mere seconds .

"Even though Mana Bullet doesn't consume much mana, I need to take things
seriously now…"

After seeing several groups of guards flying and approaching, Leon decided
that it was time to stop playing . For the time being, his buffs were
unnecessary, but the cost of Transfer wasn't something to laugh at .When the

first group was one hundred meters away from him, Leon used Transfer, and
when he appeared in front of them, he started to punch like a madman . The
guards got caught by surprise and became speechless when they saw that only
one hit was enough to knock them down . It wasn't because Leon's strength
was that impressive . It was because by using the bracers and Mana
Absorption, Leon could cancel their mana armor .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"Well, this is an unexpected but pleasant surprise…"

Despite the scene that it looked it came out from a horror movie, the guards
didn't stop coming, even after dozens of their companions got buried on the
ground . Almost two years ago, Leon had difficulties escaping from those

guys, but since they didn't have to use their skills a lot or had to deal with



criminals, their growth stagnated while Leon grew much stronger… adding

that with Leon's new gear and abilities, they couldn't pose a threat to Leon .

Eventually, some guards that could use Geomancy appeared and tried to free
their friends . But Leon focused on knocking them out . He didn't have time
to keep doing the same thing again and again, so that was a must .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

After half an hour doing that, Leon started to wonder if he had started that
commotion in the right place . Guards were keep coming non-stop, but there
was no sign of Dolan…

"I should have asked Anton or Eadmund where Donan usually stays…"

The number of guards buried on the soil was getting close to one thousand,
and Leon made sure that they wouldn't bother him by creating some sharp

steel shackles on their limbs . Since they didn't have all that much health or
endurance, that was enough to keep them in check . Even those who could
use Geomancy couldn't do much without risking losing their limbs .

Although Donan was taking his sweet time to appear, some unexpected guests
arrived at the party . Coming out from the hole Leon created, he saw the

warriors that lived under the city . Among them, Leon saw the figures of Gurr,
Hammath, and Ava .

"Oh boy… I can't believe they are trying to use me like this…"

Their intention was obvious . They wanted to cause massive damage to the
people living in the city above without even knowing Leon's goal . It was also



hard to comprehend what their purpose was, just take a few lives or escape or

use the momentum to conquer the world above? Either way, Leon wouldn't
let them use him like that… when some warriors approached the guards
buried on the soil to finish them off, Leon shot several Mana Bullets toward

their heads . It didn't kill them, but it hurt to the point where they started to
bleed .

"You guys are not going to kill them…" Leon declared, showing his cold
eyes . "Go destroy buildings or something… Oh, and don't attack civilians,
unless you want to become my enemy . "

"Tsk…" Gurr clicked his tongue in annoyance .

It looked like Gurr didn't forget about the time Leon cut off his leg, at that
time, Leon was much weaker . So, as of now, Gurr couldn't do anything but
obey… unless he has a death wish .

When Leon arrived in the territory where Gurrs village was located, he started
to wonder how he should proceed . Destroy buildings and cause panic while
risking killing the civilians, or just suddenly appear in front of the research
center and kick the guards asses that try to attack him?

Either way, it doesnt matter . If some people die, they probably deserve that
since they accepted to be ruled by an asshole…

Although Leon believed that to be true, in the end, he gave up on the idea .
Leon doubted that even Donans subordinates knew the kind of person he
was . It was impossible that the general population could even imagine that he
was a bastard who treated his relatives like tools . In the end, just appear and
wait for him would be the best choice . Due to the fact that would annoy



Donan the most since it was a sign that Leon was buying a direct fight with
him .

Using a mithril staff, Leon started to hit the soil of the city . With every strike,
the surroundings trembled, and some of the soil fell downward . A few

seconds later, Leon appeared in the city, and he saw some people running or

using magic to escape from there . While the civilians were running away,
some guards that worked on the research center approached .

Now then… Leon pointed his index fingers toward them .

Pointing his fingers to use Mana Bullets was unnecessary, but Leon felt like
putting a show to them since that would be the last time he would be seen on
that planet . The first wave of Mana Bullets got repelled by their Mana Armor,
but it didnt take long before the guards started to get hit . Mana Bullet was a
skill that didnt receive bonus damage with the help of skills like Earth
Manipulation or Earth Creation, but at the same time, it was a skill that
couldnt be weakened by the elemental resistances… Thanks to
Multi-Conjuration and Lions Pride alone, Leon defeated a group of thirty
guards in mere seconds .

Even though Mana Bullet doesnt consume much mana, I need to take things
seriously now…

After seeing several groups of guards flying and approaching, Leon decided
that it was time to stop playing . For the time being, his buffs were
unnecessary, but the cost of Transfer wasnt something to laugh at . When the

first group was one hundred meters away from him, Leon used Transfer, and
when he appeared in front of them, he started to punch like a madman . The
guards got caught by surprise and became speechless when they saw that only
one hit was enough to knock them down . It wasnt because Leons strength



was that impressive . It was because by using the bracers and Mana
Absorption, Leon could cancel their mana armor .

Well, this is an unexpected but pleasant surprise…

Despite the scene that it looked it came out from a horror movie, the guards
didnt stop coming, even after dozens of their companions got buried on the
ground . Almost two years ago, Leon had difficulties escaping from those

guys, but since they didnt have to use their skills a lot or had to deal with
criminals, their growth stagnated while Leon grew much stronger… adding

that with Leons new gear and abilities, they couldnt pose a threat to Leon .

Eventually, some guards that could use Geomancy appeared and tried to free
their friends . But Leon focused on knocking them out . He didnt have time to
keep doing the same thing again and again, so that was a must .

After half an hour doing that, Leon started to wonder if he had started that
commotion in the right place . Guards were keep coming non-stop, but there
was no sign of Dolan…

I should have asked Anton or Eadmund where Donan usually stays…

The number of guards buried on the soil was getting close to one thousand,
and Leon made sure that they wouldnt bother him by creating some sharp
steel shackles on their limbs . Since they didnt have all that much health or
endurance, that was enough to keep them in check . Even those who could
use Geomancy couldnt do much without risking losing their limbs .



Although Donan was taking his sweet time to appear, some unexpected guests
arrived at the party . Coming out from the hole Leon created, he saw the

warriors that lived under the city . Among them, Leon saw the figures of Gurr,
Hammath, and Ava .

Oh boy… I cant believe they are trying to use me like this…

Their intention was obvious . They wanted to cause massive damage to the
people living in the city above without even knowing Leons goal . It was also
hard to comprehend what their purpose was, just take a few lives or escape or

use the momentum to conquer the world above? Either way, Leon wouldnt
let them use him like that… when some warriors approached the guards
buried on the soil to finish them off, Leon shot several Mana Bullets toward

their heads . It didnt kill them, but it hurt to the point where they started to
bleed .

You guys are not going to kill them… Leon declared, showing his cold eyes .
Go destroy buildings or something… Oh, and dont attack civilians, unless
you want to become my enemy .

Tsk… Gurr clicked his tongue in annoyance .

It looked like Gurr didnt forget about the time Leon cut off his leg, at that
time, Leon was much weaker . So, as of now, Gurr couldnt do anything but
obey… unless he has a death wish .
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Eventually, the guards stopped coming . Leon had buried a little more than
two thousand guards . So, a few things became clear . Donan was plotting
something… or perhaps Leon chose a bad moment to attack . There was a
chance that Donan was paying a visit to that shadowy figure, after all .

"… Maybe he is waiting for the soldiers of the front line… they probably

won't leave the barrier unprotected, but they will probably send more than a
few soldiers . No… Donan wouldn't wait for that . He kicked my ass the last
time we met, after all . "

Leon flew high to see the situation around, there was no sign of other guards,
but Leon could see signs of destruction in the distance . Most likely, Gurr and
his people weren't the only ones who decided to take advantage of the chaos .

"Causing so many problems to me…"

Leon thought of shooting a few Mana Bullets on them, but he forgot about
that when he noticed two figures flying and approaching at fearsome speed .
Eventually, they slowed down, but that didn't surprise Leon . Something like
that was within his expectations, Leon just confirmed what Donan was
planning when he saw him smirking… alongside Donan, Leon saw Darya

looking at him . Her eyes full of hate, and there wasn't a single sign that she
could remember that they worked and traveled together for almost an entire
year… this time, Donan make sure to erase her memories of a whole year .

"Invader," Donan smiled arrogantly .

"Dog," Leon waved his right hand at him .



Sponsored Content
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As expected, Donan became furious, but he didn't do anything . Instead,
Darya attacked Leon using Gravity and Telekinesis . Her powers increased a
lot in the last few months, but she wasn't the only one who improved .
Thanks to Lion's Pride, Leon withstood Darya's combination of spells .

"He is stronger than you said, grandfather," Darya murmured .

"Yes… it looks like he obtained a few more tricks," Donan glared at Leon .
"But don't worry if we work together, we can easily defeat the invader . "

"Yes, grandfather!" Darya said excitedly .

Leon couldn't help but sigh, in the end, Donan did what he had imagined . He
erased Darya's memories and then treated her well for several months while
training her just to build her loyalty . Although he was an asshole, he wasn't
an idiot . After the battle against Leon, he noticed that soon Leon would be
more than just a small nuisance . So, he worked with that in mind to avoid
some headaches in the long run . Still… despite thinking that he was prudent,
Donan wasn't careful enough .

"Cover me, we will finish this quickly, and then we will deal with the other
sewer rats," Donan said .

Sponsored Content
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"Yes, grandfather!" Darya said excitedly .

"You will pay for your insolence…" Donan said .

"Please, don't bite me too roughly . Dog . " Leon said .

The next moment, Leon got sent flying a few meters backward . In his
previous position, he saw Donan standing there, showing an expression which
was a mix of surprise and annoyance . Leon blocked his attack entirely . He
received damage . But the bones that got cracked started to mend a few
seconds later, thanks to Regeneration .

"It is my turn now," Leon said .

Even though Transfer was useful, it wasn't enough to surprise someone like
Donan . Besides, Darya was there to support her grandfather . So, Leon
decided to go all out from the very beginning . He wasn't in anime where he
could hold back his powers and slowly fight more seriously after all . After
using Haste, Transfer, Strong Arms, and Bash, Leon appeared on Donan's
right side and punched his face twice in rapid succession, much faster than he
could shoot spells . The fist punch scratched Donan's face a little, but the
second, it sent him flying the same distance he made Leon fly . Not only that,
but Leon also made Donan feel the taste of his own blood .

Sponsored Content
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"Heh, that is the power of the basics," Leon smirked . "Not even you can
withstand the might power of the legendary one-two . "

The second thing Leon trained for a month… the one-two . As much as he
wanted to use some cool techniques like Omnislash or even the Dempsey Roll,
Leon was aware that he wasn't that skilled . The last six years turned him into

a survivor, but he was a survivor with inadequate motor coordination . It
would take a few years for him to learn those special moves… that being said,
the most straightforward combination of punches surprised Donan . He
became even more speechless when he noticed that he lost his mana .

"What's wrong, dog?" Leon smirked, "Cat got your tongue?"

Donan (Shadow)

Health: 6821/7000

Mana: 6785/7000

Stamina: 7000/7000

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????



Donan's face turned red of anger, and for some reason, his status increased .
Leon frowned when he saw that, but not for long because he had seen such a
thing happening to himself several times in the last month . His status
increased whenever he was fighting alone or practicing… that only meant one
thing . Donan's had a skill similar to Lion's Pride .

"Wrath…" Leon murmured .

"Ah… so you have a cursed skill, too . " Donan smiled . "No wonder you
grew stronger more than I predicted . "

That was unexpected, one of the secrets behind Donan's strength was also the
secret behind Leon's power… things won't be so easy as he had imagined .

Eventually, the guards stopped coming . Leon had buried a little more than
two thousand guards . So, a few things became clear . Donan was plotting
something… or perhaps Leon chose a bad moment to attack . There was a
chance that Donan was paying a visit to that shadowy figure, after all .

…Maybe he is waiting for the soldiers of the front line… they probably wont
leave the barrier unprotected, but they will probably send more than a few
soldiers . No… Donan wouldnt wait for that . He kicked my ass the last time
we met, after all .

Leon flew high to see the situation around, there was no sign of other guards,
but Leon could see signs of destruction in the distance . Most likely, Gurr and
his people werent the only ones who decided to take advantage of the chaos .

Causing so many problems to me…



Leon thought of shooting a few Mana Bullets on them, but he forgot about
that when he noticed two figures flying and approaching at fearsome speed .
Eventually, they slowed down, but that didnt surprise Leon . Something like
that was within his expectations, Leon just confirmed what Donan was
planning when he saw him smirking… alongside Donan, Leon saw Darya

looking at him . Her eyes full of hate, and there wasnt a single sign that she
could remember that they worked and traveled together for almost an entire
year… this time, Donan make sure to erase her memories of a whole year .

Invader, Donan smiled arrogantly .

Dog, Leon waved his right hand at him .

As expected, Donan became furious, but he didnt do anything . Instead,
Darya attacked Leon using Gravity and Telekinesis . Her powers increased a
lot in the last few months, but she wasnt the only one who improved . Thanks
to Lions Pride, Leon withstood Daryas combination of spells .

He is stronger than you said, grandfather, Darya murmured .

Yes… it looks like he obtained a few more tricks, Donan glared at Leon . But
dont worry if we work together, we can easily defeat the invader .

Yes, grandfather! Darya said excitedly .

Leon couldnt help but sigh, in the end, Donan did what he had imagined . He
erased Daryas memories and then treated her well for several months while
training her just to build her loyalty . Although he was an asshole, he wasnt
an idiot . After the battle against Leon, he noticed that soon Leon would be



more than just a small nuisance . So, he worked with that in mind to avoid
some headaches in the long run . Still… despite thinking that he was prudent,
Donan wasnt careful enough .

Cover me, we will finish this quickly, and then we will deal with the other
sewer rats, Donan said .

Yes, grandfather! Darya said excitedly .

You will pay for your insolence… Donan said .

Please, dont bite me too roughly . Dog . Leon said .

The next moment, Leon got sent flying a few meters backward . In his
previous position, he saw Donan standing there, showing an expression which
was a mix of surprise and annoyance . Leon blocked his attack entirely . He
received damage . But the bones that got cracked started to mend a few
seconds later, thanks to Regeneration .

It is my turn now, Leon said .

Even though Transfer was useful, it wasnt enough to surprise someone like
Donan . Besides, Darya was there to support her grandfather . So, Leon
decided to go all out from the very beginning . He wasnt in anime where he
could hold back his powers and slowly fight more seriously after all . After
using Haste, Transfer, Strong Arms, and Bash, Leon appeared on Donans
right side and punched his face twice in rapid succession, much faster than he
could shoot spells . The fist punch scratched Donans face a little, but the



second, it sent him flying the same distance he made Leon fly . Not only that,
but Leon also made Donan feel the taste of his own blood .

Heh, that is the power of the basics, Leon smirked . Not even you can
withstand the might power of the legendary one-two .

The second thing Leon trained for a month… the one-two . As much as he
wanted to use some cool techniques like Omnislash or even the Dempsey Roll,
Leon was aware that he wasnt that skilled . The last six years turned him into

a survivor, but he was a survivor with inadequate motor coordination . It
would take a few years for him to learn those special moves… that being said,
the most straightforward combination of punches surprised Donan . He
became even more speechless when he noticed that he lost his mana .

Whats wrong, dog? Leon smirked, Cat got your tongue?

Donan (Shadow)

Health: 6821/7000

Mana: 6785/7000

Stamina: 7000/7000

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????



Donans face turned red of anger, and for some reason, his status increased .
Leon frowned when he saw that, but not for long because he had seen such a
thing happening to himself several times in the last month . His status
increased whenever he was fighting alone or practicing… that only meant one
thing . Donans had a skill similar to Lions Pride .

Wrath… Leon murmured .

Ah… so you have a cursed skill, too . Donan smiled . No wonder you grew
stronger more than I predicted .

That was unexpected, one of the secrets behind Donans strength was also the
secret behind Leons power… things wont be so easy as he had imagined .

Novel Chapter 300

Chapter 300: 300

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Iron Fists has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Stone skin has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

In the middle of the battle, Leon received those notifications . However, he
didn't have time to think about them . In the end, insulting Donan had been a
wrong move . Just like Leon, he could grow stronger the angrier he

becomes… it was idiotic, and that skill was probably around the level two
hundred, so, Donan had the potential to become three times stronger, faster,
and resilient .

Sponsored Content

(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-2'); });

"The power of a shonen protagonist… what a fearsome thing . "

Putting the jokes aside, Leon was in a bad spot . Even while using all his
buffs, every single hit he received from Donan made his bones crack .
Regeneration was solving that problem, but it was unpleasant nonetheless .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Now, Donan's attacks were powerful enough to cause massive shockwaves
that could make the air around vibrate . Those attacks made the buildings
nearby tremble and break every single thing that was frail nearby . Weirdly

enough, the moment Leon suffered from Donan's attacks, it was also the
moment he could feel some relief from Darya's Gravity and Telekinesis . To
make matters worse, Donan and Darya should have run out of mana a long
time ago, but they didn't . Leon didn't know the secret behind that, but he
was aware that Donan's mana never was below the two thousand points . He
was draining his mana, but Donan wasn't losing .

"I guess the shadowy figure also gave Donan the power to drain mana from
the surroundings or perhaps from the barrier…"

Regardless, Leon didn't have time to think about those things, because Donan
liked the battle even more . Now, Leon barely had the chance to punch, and
he was only hitting to drain Donan's mana and keep his buffs active .

Sponsored Content
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"What's wrong?" Donan smiled . "Getting tired?"

Donan faked a punch and tried to grab Leon by his neck, but Leon reacted on
time, to Transfer himself to Donan's side and punch his ribcage instead of his
face . Perhaps make him lose some air would make things easier for Leon,
but it didn't .



Donan (Shadow)

Health: 7121/8000

Mana: 3214/8000

Stamina: 6521/8000

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Sponsored Content
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"I didn't want to use this, but… it can't be helped . "

Donan (Shadow)

Health: 5121/6000

Mana: 3214/6000

Stamina: 4521/6000

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????



Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

"I guess it is hard to keep yourself angry when you just noticed that you
almost died…"

That was a useful piece of information, but Leon would have to be more
careful using such tricks . Otherwise, he would end up causing some
casualties… Darya couldn't remember who Leon was, but since that would be
the first time he would see her, Leon decided that he wouldn't show any

deaths to her .

Doing nothing actually made Leon lose a lot of mana, so he transferred
himself to Donan's left side and attacked using his one-two . Both attacks
landed, and this time Leon didn't end there before Donan could recover from
the shock, Leon transferred himself to Donan's right side and attacked again .
Leon tried to do that for the third time, but he stopped when he heard a high
pitching sound approaching . Flying away wasn't an option, so Leon used
Transfer and moved to a safe position, and then he saw an Earth Arrow, but
that one was spinning at a fearsome speed .

"I didn't teach her that… but I can certainly learn from that…"

That probably was one of the means of attack the soldiers who could use
Geomancy developed, or perhaps some researchers did . It didn't matter
either way . What it did matter was the fact that Leon discovered a new way

to increase his powers… even though he already used spinning to increase the
piercing power of his spears, but didn't apply to spells .



Regardless, Leon's Magma Spear made Donan warier of him . Leon wanted
to challenge him to a fistfight, which was something that Donan was
specialized, but he wouldn't sacrifice everything just for that .

"I should have killed you when I had the chance…" Donan glared at Leon .

"Yes, but you failed in killing me, even after directly attacking me two times
when I was much weaker," Leon said . "But you failed, and I fooled you . "

Donan's status increased again, and Leon clicked his tongue, fighting against
a sentient opponent while keeping his mouth shut was difficult . The fact that
Leon hated Donan for treating Darya like a tool wasn't helping either .

Regardless, thanks to Darya's sudden attack, Leon confirmed that the mana of
the barrier was probably restoring her and Donan's supply of mana . She was
holding back because she knew that… even if Darya has forgotten about the
things she learned about, certain things can be memorized not only by the
brain but also by the heart… in the deepest parts of her heart, Darya didn't
want to use the mana of her people like that, because she knew that was

wrong .

Congratulations! The skill Martial Art has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Iron Fists has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Strong Arms has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Stone skin has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

In the middle of the battle, Leon received those notifications . However, he
didnt have time to think about them . In the end, insulting Donan had been a
wrong move . Just like Leon, he could grow stronger the angrier he

becomes… it was idiotic, and that skill was probably around the level two
hundred, so, Donan had the potential to become three times stronger, faster,
and resilient .

The power of a shonen protagonist… what a fearsome thing .

Putting the jokes aside, Leon was in a bad spot . Even while using all his
buffs, every single hit he received from Donan made his bones crack .
Regeneration was solving that problem, but it was unpleasant nonetheless .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Now, Donans attacks were powerful enough to cause massive shockwaves
that could make the air around vibrate . Those attacks made the buildings
nearby tremble and break every single thing that was frail nearby . Weirdly

enough, the moment Leon suffered from Donans attacks, it was also the
moment he could feel some relief from Daryas Gravity and Telekinesis . To
make matters worse, Donan and Darya should have run out of mana a long
time ago, but they didnt . Leon didnt know the secret behind that, but he was
aware that Donans mana never was below the two thousand points . He was
draining his mana, but Donan wasnt losing .

I guess the shadowy figure also gave Donan the power to drain mana from the
surroundings or perhaps from the barrier…

Regardless, Leon didnt have time to think about those things, because Donan
liked the battle even more . Now, Leon barely had the chance to punch, and
he was only hitting to drain Donans mana and keep his buffs active .

Whats wrong? Donan smiled . Getting tired?

Donan faked a punch and tried to grab Leon by his neck, but Leon reacted on
time, to Transfer himself to Donans side and punch his ribcage instead of his
face . Perhaps make him lose some air would make things easier for Leon,
but it didnt .

Donan (Shadow)

Health: 7121/8000



Mana: 3214/8000

Stamina: 6521/8000

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

I didnt want to use this, but… it cant be helped .

Donan (Shadow)

Health: 5121/6000

Mana: 3214/6000

Stamina: 4521/6000

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????

I guess it is hard to keep yourself angry when you just noticed that you almost
died…

That was a useful piece of information, but Leon would have to be more
careful using such tricks . Otherwise, he would end up causing some



casualties… Darya couldnt remember who Leon was, but since that would be
the first time he would see her, Leon decided that he wouldnt show any deaths

to her .

Doing nothing actually made Leon lose a lot of mana, so he transferred
himself to Donans left side and attacked using his one-two . Both attacks
landed, and this time Leon didnt end there before Donan could recover from
the shock, Leon transferred himself to Donans right side and attacked again .
Leon tried to do that for the third time, but he stopped when he heard a high
pitching sound approaching . Flying away wasnt an option, so Leon used
Transfer and moved to a safe position, and then he saw an Earth Arrow, but
that one was spinning at a fearsome speed .

I didnt teach her that… but I can certainly learn from that…

That probably was one of the means of attack the soldiers who could use
Geomancy developed, or perhaps some researchers did . It didnt matter either
way . What it did matter was the fact that Leon discovered a new way to

increase his powers… even though he already used spinning to increase the
piercing power of his spears, but didnt apply to spells .

Regardless, Leons Magma Spear made Donan warier of him . Leon wanted to
challenge him to a fistfight, which was something that Donan was specialized,
but he wouldnt sacrifice everything just for that .

I should have killed you when I had the chance… Donan glared at Leon .

Yes, but you failed in killing me, even after directly attacking me two times
when I was much weaker, Leon said . But you failed, and I fooled you .



Donans status increased again, and Leon clicked his tongue, fighting against a
sentient opponent while keeping his mouth shut was difficult . The fact that
Leon hated Donan for treating Darya like a tool wasnt helping either .

Regardless, thanks to Daryas sudden attack, Leon confirmed that the mana of
the barrier was probably restoring her and Donans supply of mana . She was
holding back because she knew that… even if Darya has forgotten about the
things she learned about, certain things can be memorized not only by the
brain but also by the heart… in the deepest parts of her heart, Darya didnt
want to use the mana of her people like that, because she knew that was

wrong .
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